We are back! THANK YOU, for your patience during this mandated shutdown; we truly
appreciated all of your support. Please take a moment to read this message in its
entirety.
Generations will be reopening on Monday, June 29th. I have attached, for your use
and reference, a REVISED Training Schedule. The new schedule has been established
as a part of our commitment to provide a safe and healthy training environment and will
assist in reducing class sizes.
Briefly, we have added a third class Monday – Thursday and shortened the class times
to 45 minutes. We have added a second class on Friday evening and a second regular
training class on Saturdays as well.
Please review the schedule carefully and be sure to attend only those classes that are
specific to your rank and/or age. In addition, for the time being, with the exception
of Saturday, a student may only take ONE class per day. When reading the
schedule, if there is a day where you would qualify for more than one class, you may
select only one of the classes for which you qualify. For example, on Wednesday
evening, there is the Black Belt Prep Class; you may qualify for one of the regular
classes because you are a RED belt and may also qualify for the Black Belt Prep Class
because you have been invited to participate in this special class… in this instance, you
may only take one of these two classes on Wednesday evening.
On Saturday, if you are a weapons student, you may take the appropriate regular class
in addition to your weapons’ class.
The following guidelines are being provided to let you know what we are doing to help
maintain a safe and healthy training environment and what you must do in support of
this objective.
 The dojang is cleaned daily with all equipment, floors, bathroom fixtures, shelving,
door handles and light switches being sanitized;


Generations staff will wipe down all touch surfaces and equipment after each class;



All mats are sanitized after each use;



All students MUST wear a mask when in the dojang;



Hand sanitizer is readily available at multiple locations throughout the dojang;



We are eliminating handshaking and instead, offering a respectful bow;

 We are encouraging those who may be feeling under the weather to take a day off –
applying sound common sense when not feeling well to protect others is key to a
healthy environment;
 Under no circumstances is anyone with an elevated temperature permitted in the
dojang;
 The bathroom will remain open and available only on an emergency needs
basis. Students are encouraged not to use the bathroom during their visit.
 Changing rooms are closed; students will not be permitted to change at the
dojang. Please arrive dressed and ready to go. It is T-shirt season; students are
permitted to wear their Generations Tees in place of their Dobak top.
 All seating in the lobby area are closed; parents are encouraged to walk their child
to the door and not enter the dojang.
 No congregating in the lobby during student pick-up. Please be on time to pick up
your child and move through the building quickly. With no changing on site, this should
be fairly simple. Moreover, we encourage the parents of older children to use the
window as a means of letting your child know that you are there so that they can meet
you at the door. We are looking to minimize the number of people in the building at any
given time.
 In classes, we are minimizing physical student to student contact and sticking to drill
oriented classes.

